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“In the first half of the 20th Century, a movement arose to overthrow what had up to
that time been standard techniques of classical music, to wit, melody, rhythm, and tune,
because they were in the way of creating anything new. So what about the field of
graphics? What about Japanese animation? Will FLCL become an anime for the 21st
Century, one freed from the various conventions of anime?”(Gainax.co.jp 1)
Hiramatsu Tadashi
FLCL Animation Director
“So what about the millennium? I’m not really sure, but writers keep asking about it.
Like is there a meaning to releasing this title in 2000? When we were making this, it
ended up being made in 2000? No. No, no, no. There must be a wish for everyone to
be asking the same thing. Everyone is hoping that this is a Millennium Anime limited
to 2000. Wishes and hopes are actually demands. I see. If we say that we weren’t
thinking about the millennium, no one would be happy. So it’s been decided. That
FLCL would be created as an anime for the year 2000. Does it matter if it’s true or not?
FLCL is a Millennium Anime.”(Synch-point 10)
Enokido Yoji
FLCL Script Writer
FLCL: How Gainax Created The First Anime For The 21st Century
How do you create a truly original anime for the 21st Century? Gainax believes they
have done it by forming an avant garde, postmodern production held together with a classic storyline revolving around well defined characters and created utilizing cutting edge computer
generated animation. What do you call an anime this revolutionary? Giving it only one name
would not do it justice. It could be FLCL as it is technically referred to throughout Gainax,
Furi Kuri for those who prefer the onomatopoeia of Japanese speech, or Fooly Coolly(sic) as it
is known in America and as seen in several examples throughout the series.
Strip away the layers of sexual innuendo, parody, alien technology, self-reference, symbolism and so much more and you are left with a strong coming of age story starring a boy
struggling with his liminality. Add back those same layers and the result is a manic, carnivalesque anime with a solid core of intertextual personalities performing their unique roles in
complete harmony. Details as minute as the handedness of all characters (left-handed people
are controlled by the right or creative hemisphere of the brain while right-handed people are
controlled by the left or analytical hemisphere) were exploited to subliminally attune the viewer

immediately to each character’s base personality. Several unique key animators were utilized to
give the series an ever fluctuating art style, while simultaneously, a consistent and vibrant color
palette was chosen to give the series a steady feel throughout. Accomplishing all of this within
the framework of six 30-minute OVAs is an amazing feat unto itself.
With the recent declaration by the Japanese government of anime as a viable medium
for communication and their promotion of it as a cultural export, more than ever people are
expecting everything released to live up to that reputation (mike3560 1). FLCL has the pedigree of being produced by Gainax, the makers of critically acclaimed anime series Neon
Genesis Evangelion. The timing of its release during the turn of the century coupled with
Gainax’s reputation for creating deeply thought provoking anime have lead speculators to
believe that FLCL is meant to be the anime for the 21st Century. They just might be right. A
look at the core characters sheds some light on exactly how Gainax accomplished this triumph
in the field of anime.
Character Study: Nandaba Naota
First appearances can be deceiving. Naota is the 12-year-old central character of FLCL
and appears, at first glance, to be your typically depressed anime boy. He starts out with what
is believed to be a normal life and is then thrust into unusual circumstances where he must
defeat or be defeated by the adversities which transpire. This all sounds like standard anime
fare and could even be compared to other Gainax characters like Evangelion’s Shinji, until a
thorough study is conducted. Naota is a more out going and straightforward boy than Shinji,
but still retains a similar air of shyness (Alexa 5)
The right-handed Naota’s family life is disturbingly out of the ordinary. He lives in the
fictional Japanese “everytown” of Mabase with only his father and grandfather; there is no
mention of his mother throughout the entire series. This lack of a mother figure causes problems for Naota in his personal interaction with all females as he searches for both romantic and
motherly love during this liminal time in his life. Not only affecting his interaction with
women, Naota’s motherlessness is outwardly expressed as he himself becomes the mother of a

robot birthed from his head. In a unique role reversal, Naota is the robot’s male mother while a
female alien, in a brutal act of symbolic insemination, becomes its father.
He also has a brother, but the brother no longer lives with their family as he has left
Japan for America in search of a career in baseball. Naota both idolizes his brother because of
his accomplishments and despises him for the constant reminder that he is not as good. The
townspeople of Mabase remember Naota’s brother as a success story produced by this otherwise unimpressive city and even the women in his life become a constant reminder of his brother. He is even asked to break the news to his brother’s “local” girlfriend about the new girl he
is dating in America. Naota is almost always seen dragging a baseball bat, reminiscent of the
brother he admires, behind him even though he is no good at the game and does not even really
like to play.
At this liminal stage, Naota constantly wants to do things he sees as “adult.” He eats
spicy food that he normally would not eat, drinks sour drinks when he really likes the sweet
ones and even plays baseball even though he is not very athletic and does not reap any enjoyment from the sport. Naota is not only portrayed as liminal because of the stage of life he is
currently living through; he also becomes the personified representation of the liminality of
modern day Japan. As Dr. Frenchy Lunning said in her paper Cyborgs in Anime: Figures of
Pivoting Fortune, Naota “represents the potential of Japan, on the edge of a new period of maturation.”(Lunning 6) Naota as Japan is pulled in many directions by the other characters and
the aspects of history, modernity and future that they each represent.
Character Study: Nandaba Tasuku
Being left-handed definitely has its advantages. Though FLCL’s viewers are never
allowed to see Naota’s older brother Tasuku, Gainax’s symbolic characterization of him
throughout the series allows him to become as vital as any other member of the cast.
References to Tasuku are made in the form of jets flying high overhead, opened letters from
America, baseball bats, cel phone numbers and he is even seen from behind in a flashback
scene where he is wearing a number three baseball jersey, the number of Japanese baseball leg-

end Shigeo Nagashima.
Most importantly, he is represented by the top bunk in the room he once shared with
Naota. Through this, we learn that he was not only a brother but also a roommate for Naota.
The viewer can connote, through their own personal experiences, how close this type of intimate living situation can bring two people. The top bunk is also above the younger Naota’s bed
and therefore symbolizes the superiority of Tasuku as well as their age difference. Naota does
not perceive this negatively and symbolically does not change things when Tasuku leaves
home. He becomes very protective of this preserved space, not allowing anyone to disturb this
“shrine” to his brother.
Everything has always come easier for Tasuku than it has for Naota. His left-handedness is the quick reference to that because as FLCL director Tsurumaki Kazuya explains, “[lefties] are cooler and carefree and can do everything easily and well.”(Synch-Point DVD) On the
rare occasions when the townspeople of Mabase notice Naota, they only relate to him as
Tasuku’s less able brother.
Tasuku’s act of leaving Japan is seen by Lunning as his having “succumbed to American
popular culture and commercialism.”(Lunning 6) Given that Naota admires his brother, he, as
liminal Japan, is torn between appreciating his home and wanting more. He has seen both the
good and bad which can come from making this decision to fully accept the American ideals.
Tasuku’s “local” girlfriend is tossed aside when he finds a blonde-haired, blue-eyed one in the
US which Naota does not respect. Naota is also hurt by the fact that Tasuku “left him behind”
to deal with things like his girlfriend, the townspeople and growing up without a role model.
Character Study: Samejima Mamimi
The first and only consistent female figure in Naota’s life just happens to be his brother’s girlfriend Mamimi. She has become sexually frustrated and entirely lonely since her one
friend and emotional pillar, Tasuku, left for America. Mamimi is poor and possibly lives under
a bridge in Mabase. The viewers are never shown or told about her family and it is assumed
that she is surviving on her own. She eats day old bread given to her by Naota’s father, smokes

far too many cigarettes, plays video games and is an avid photographer, taking pictures even at
the most inappropriate times. Mamimi is also a pyromaniac.
It is revealed that, years earlier in a moment reminiscent of the uproar over Dungeons &
Dragons, Mamimi was influenced by her favorite video game, “Firestarter,” to set fire to her
school. She was found there by Tasuku who helped her find stability. When he left for
America, Mamimi fell back into her old routine and mysterious fires began appearing around
Mabase. Naota finds her at one point in an occult-looking circle of lit cigarettes in a séance for
her god, Cantide. Mamimi is a right-hander who wishes she could have been born a lefty.
Even though Tasuku left Mamimi behind and has found another girlfriend, she holds out
hope for his return to her life. In the mean time, she has found a substitute outlet for her sexual
urges in the younger Naota. The opening scene shows Mamimi about to “overflow,” nibbling
on Naota’s earlobe to quench her desire. He does not like it when she does these things
because he still respects the relationship she has with his brother. Naota does find outright sexual advances appealing in his liminal state, but he is unsure of himself and his loyalties
(Lunning 7).
Mamimi represents traditional Japan in contrast to Naota’s liminal Japan. She is the
complete opposite of Tasuku’s version of Japan which relies heavily on American influence.
She is even called “native girl” outright, signifying how she is thought of in this context.
Mamimi’s heritage is discredited to the point that Naota’s grandfather becomes infuriated when
he finds out that they are friends. In Naota’s mind, the decision of his future, and therefore the
future of Japan, is completely tied up in whether he is loyal to his brother or his friend. But
things are never as simple as black and white.
Character Study: Haruhara Haruko
Haruko is a 19-year-old alien not just in character, but in how she relates to Naota as
liminal Japan as well. Everything she is and everything she has it foreign to Japan. “With her
tall stature, her green eyes and pink hair, she rides a Vespa – symbol of Italian domination of
Roman streets, and carries an electric bass guitar, symbol of American popular youth cul-

ture.”(Lunning 7) With the introduction of Haruko, Naota finds himself pulled in yet another
direction. Similar to Tasuku’s influence, and even physically reminding Naota of his brother at
one point, Haruko represents not only American influence, but the influence of everything nonJapanese. Tasuku is still a Japanese citizen going out to see what the world has to offer, while
Haruko embodies that entire world invading Japan and even Naota’s own bedroom!
The invading influence of Haruko is not always unwanted or unneeded by Naota. His
initial impression of her, as she runs him down with her Vespa and follows up with a guitar shot
to his head (which produces their robotic offspring), is not a good one. With a little time and
interaction, Naota becomes intrigued with what Haruko represents. She is the shining beacon
of hope for the world outside his gloomy, muted hometown. Naota is never quite sure how he
should feel about Haruko, at varying times despising her, having his first crush and inserting
her into the role of surrogate mother.
Haruko also has mixed feelings about Naota during the course of the series. First, he
was only supposed to be her means to a crucial goal. Upon realizing that her goal was not
going to be met as easily as hitting him in the head, she decides to stick close by and see how
things progress. She runs down Naota’s father in effort to gain access to the Nandaba household and ultimately becomes their housekeeper. Haruko eventually ends up sleeping with
Naota’s father even though she knows that it hurts Naota. He does eventually grow on her as
she does on him and they develop a loving relationship which the audience does not know
whether will end sexually or familially.
Though Haruko is the “anime babe” of this series, she is definitely not typical in that
characterization. Her voice is harsh and awkward, never sounding remotely like the shojo girls
of much anime. Haruko is also not burdened with the large breasted image common in “anime
babes” today. She is lean and attractive, but also quite alien in her colorations and ability to
fight any adversary who steps in her way. She is Tsurumaki’s ultimate left-hander who has
never run across a rival she cannot defeat or a man she cannot seduce.

Character Study: Eri Ninamori
The third of Naota’s trio of women showing interest in him for one reason or another is
his classmate Ninamori. The daughter of Mabase’s controversial mayor, Ninamori has a crush
on Naota that she is not afraid of showing. As class president, she fixes the voting for roles in
their class play to ensure she and Naota play the leads together. Ninamori comes from a higher
class family than Mamimi and is therefore more respected in the Nandaba household, even
being asked to stay for dinner and sleep over by Naota’s father when things are rough at her
own house. She does stay and that night confesses her feelings to Naota only to be interrupted
by the seemingly jealous Haruko.
Haruko asserts her influence and sexual control over Naota blatantly in front of
Ninamori, completely disrupting any mood that may have been forming between the two classmates. This battle for Naota’s liminal Japan can be seen as the choices between the vast and
interesting world outside of Japan and the proper and expected choice of upper class native
Japan. There is no risk in choosing Ninamori’s path while nothing but risk is possible through
Haruko.
Ninamori also becomes the only person sharing in Naota’s fate of birthing these robots
from his head. During the course of one of many times when Haruko runs him down with her
Vespa, the now airborne Naota crashes head-to-head into Ninamori, transferring his unique ability temporarily to her. The resulting mecha fight serves to further drive a wedge between the
two potential lovers. After OVA 3 tells her story, for the remainder of the series, Ninamori,
while still attracted to him, serves only as a supporting character in the story of Naota’s coming
of age.
Character Study: Nandaba Kamon
The head of the Nandaba household, independent manga artist Kamon does not present
the typical vision of a father figure. He is a selfish slacker with erectile dysfunction who has
only two goals; getting his newly hired housekeeper, Haruko, into bed and selling as many
copies of his latest manga, Come On, Mabase, as possible. Kamon is very jealous of the rela-

tionship that Haruko and Naota are developing, even going so far as to invite Ninamori to sleep
over, in hopes of her diverting Naota’s attention. Always with ulterior motives, Kamon also
extended the invitation because his manga just happens to be about Mabase’s mayor,
Ninamori’s father, having an affair.
The father/son war for Haruko’s affection culminates in Kamon’s challenge to an actual
paintball war. His jealousy knows no bounds and he will do anything, even sacrifice his own
son for the chance to be with her. Kamon even fantasizes early on about showing Haruko off to
coworkers as his new, young wife. Oblivious to the needs of others, he does not consider the
fact that Naota also sees her as the mother figure which is missing from his life and would likely relish the idea of Haruko filling this role. Kamon is completely self-centered and cares only
for that which gives him pleasure.
Distinctive to FLCL is the fact that Kamon finally does get Haruko into bed only to find
that he is unable to perform. Naota walks by as they are in the midst of their affair and cannot
resist the urge to peep, not uncommon in Japanese erotic texts. Haruko’s eyes meet Naota’s
gaze and their relationship is more confused than ever. Kamon represents everything that Naota
does not want to become, while simultaneously he has the one thing that Naota is not able to
acquire. Even when Kamon manages to achieve his most valued goal, Naota understands that
he should not follow in his father’s footsteps because Kamon is not able to perform at this most
crucial moment.
Character Study: Canti
What kind of offspring can be produced through a violently sexual act of head bashing
conception between a 12-year-old, morose Japanese boy mother and a female, bass wielding,
Vespa driving, alien father? None other than Canti, the robot with a Sony television for a head.
When the N.O. Channel is opened through Haruko’s insemination of Naota’s head, she expects
to instantly receive Atomsk the Pirate King for her efforts. Though slightly delayed, Atomsk
does come through, hitching a ride in Canti to escape the Medical Mechanica’s terminal core
where he is a vital part of its operations. Unfortunately for Haruko, she does not realize this

and with one swing of her bass, Canti’s head is busted and he loses his connection with
Atomsk.
During the brief time that Canti/Atomsk was gestating in Naota’s head, they made a
connection with him. Realizing the great loss Naota feels with his brother gone, Canti/Atomsk
elect to fill that void as best they can, thus becoming yet another way in which Tasuku is symbolically viewed in FLCL. When Haruko’s swing sends Atomsk back through the N.O.
Channel, Canti is left in Mabase and becomes a part of the Nandaba family. Atomsk still has
the connection with Naota, and anytime he is needed, Canti can access his power by eating
Naota.
When Atomsk’s power is not required, Canti is a peaceful part of the Nandaba household, willing to run errands and do the dishes whenever necessary. Mamimi through her love
for Tasuku, sees Canti as very similar and he becomes nothing less than a god to her. He is
very influential in Naota’s life also, and Naota becomes protective of him, not wanting the others to use him for their own benefit. Naota is both mother and brother to Canti and also has to
join with him to activate the power of Atomsk, needless to say, their relationship is very complex.
Those are just a few of the ways that the characters of FLCL intertwine to create the
atmosphere for the first 21st Century anime. Many additional supporting characters are also
included to form a deeply detailed network of citizens living in Mabase. The pace is very quick
throughout this six OVA series, but if you take the time to see them, the characters more
defined than those of much larger anime project. As crucial as the characters, themselves, are
to the success of FLCL as the Millennium Anime, there are many equally important elements
which all contribute to its triumph.
Symbolism in FLCL
FLCL contains an endless assortment of symbolic elements strung perfectly throughout
each OVA. The main symbols in each episode serve not only as a reference to what is being
symbolized but also to tie characters and story components together into a tight, seamless unit.

Much of FLCL’s symbolism is based on sexual innuendo, but there are many examples which
are included for more puritan reasons.
The idea of never physically seeing Tasuku over the course of the entire FLCL series
creates the need for a running set of symbols representing him to the other characters. The reason he has left Japan is because of his skill at baseball, therefore many of the symbols used
relate to that talent. Naota is regularly seen dragging a rarely used baseball bat behind him representing his need to stay in contact with this part of his brother. The opened airmail letter with
an included photo of Tasuku and his new American girlfriend also becomes an often used symbol of him in FLCL. Every time Naota mentions Tasuku, the audience is shown an airplane flying high overhead symbolizing his leaving Japan for foreign lands. Less obvious is the symbol
of Canti as a substitute brother for Naota. He takes care of Mamimi and she in turn treats him
like a god, similar to the way the actual relationship likely played out. Also, Canti plays a part
in the Nandaba family similar to any typical sibling. Finally, he is very skilled at baseball,
much more so than Naota and even more than Haruko who proves herself to be quite adept at
the sport.
Mamimi’s video game is an interesting symbol of both her pyromaniac tendencies and
her reliance on Tasuku for mental stability. She seems to have finally outgrown her phase of
starting fires, but the viewers learn that the game is actually just a substitute for the real thing.
When Mamimi learns that Tasuku has a new girlfriend in America, she gives up this electronic
crutch and begins again with the real thing. When Naota brings the game back to her, there are
no further fires started.
Guitars are seen as a symbol of the soul or internal strength of each character. Haruko
has a 1961 Gibson bass guitar, relating her again to the foreignness of the world outside of
Japan. When she reaches into Naota’s head and pulls out a guitar for him, he was housing one
similar to hers but more modern. Haruko also attempts to pull a guitar out of the head of an
adult man and instead receives a tiny abstract guitar shaped, fleshy object obviously referring to
his lack of internal strength. When Naota and Atomsk merge before the final battle in FLCL,

he is able to pull two guitars and even merges them into one, ultimately powerful guitar with
two necks for the grand finale, symbolizing the awesome will of Atomsk.
The Vespa that Haruko drives is not only a symbol of Italian craftsmanship, but also of
the chic attitude that goes along with the typical buyers of these vehicles. Author Umberto Eco
explained this relationship best when he said, “…the Vespa came to be linked in my eyes with
transgression, sin, and even temptation – not the temptation to possess the object, but the subtle
seduction of faraway places where the Vespa was that only means of transport. And it entered
into my imagination not as an object of desire, but as a symbol of an unfulfilled desire.”(Eco
59) In this interpretation, the Vespa also symbolizes Haruko’s never ending search and unyielding desire for Atomsk the Pirate King. It also relates her to the “British Mod” subculture and
their use of scooters similar to and including the Vespa.
The “alien technology” of FLCL is symbolic of the need for commercial possessions
found not only in Japan, but throughout the world. The Medical Mechanica factory just
appeared in Mabase one day and is formed like a giant clothes iron. This also correlates the
iron’s ability to smooth out wrinkles with Medical Mechanica’s desire to smooth out the wrinkles of everyone’s brain, thus rendering them mindless slaves. Canti is born with a head shaped
like a Sony television set. Sony is representative of one of the first Japanese companies to
become successful outside of Japan after World War II. The second robot, and first evil one, to
come from Naota’s head is in the stylized shape of a teapot representing the traditions of Japan,
including tea ceremonies, which became a popular cultural export during the early part of the
20th Century.
As stated previously, much of FLCL’s symbolism is based on sexual innuendo. Most of
this is due to the influence of screenplay writer Enokido Yoji, who was also a screenwriter for
the sexually charged anime series Revolutionary Girl Utena. As with that series, FLCL’s sexuality is not there for mere titillation, every sexualized scene serves a key function in advancing
the storyline.

Sexuality in FLCL
The crucial running sexual symbols of FLCL are Naota’s ever-returning “horns.” These
phallic protuberances are the cause of much anxiety for young Naota who knows that any difference from the norm will end in ridicule when he goes to school. Fortunately, the horns can
be pushed back into his head and held there with a bandage or hat, but those resolutions are not
permanent and require obvious changes in appearance. Naota’s horns are also linked to sexuality through his emotions. Sexually charged situations cause the horns to grow in a way very
relatable to an erection. During one dramatic example, a scantily clad Haruko straddles Naota,
who currently has a small horn growing from the back of his head. As she speaks seductively
to him, the horn grows forcing his face up into hers for their first kiss. Very highly charged
sexual or emotional situations are also the cause of the horn growing too large to be contained
and bursting from Naota’s head to form more robots.
The female lap is used often to suggest sexuality. This is achieved both in the typical
anime “panty shot” way as well as in a way much more unique to FLCL. In one scene, Naota
is riding with Haruko on her Vespa and as they talk, she decides to attempt to scare him by
driving crazily. He ends up face first in her lap for moments in a very sexual scene between the
two who have by this point become friends. Naota appears flustered by this turn of events
while Haruko does not seem to mind as much. Similarly, when Ninamori sprouts her first robot
after the transfer of Naota’s ability to her, the still attached robot drags her around by her head.
With her legs freed from the necessity of walking, she wraps her legs around Naota’s head and
carries him along as well, with his face firmly planted in her lap. The dire circumstances do not
allow time for much concerned reaction to this situation, but it is highly sexual nonetheless.
The relationship of the “Furi Kuri” version of this anime’s title to the Japanese onomatopoeia “kuri kuri” which refers to the noise made when fondling breasts is used often in the
series. Kamon is often shown asking Naota what Furi Kuri means, a question which Naota
cannot answer. His grandfather assumes that it relates to the sexual actions of fondling and in
typical anime fashion, plays the role of “dirty old man” in this regard. Therefore the title itself

can be seen as a symbol to the sexual innuendo found throughout FLCL.
Naota at one crucial moment also becomes the sexual symbol which every man fears.
He has learned that when Canti eats him, they join to activate the power of Atomsk. This
knowledge leads to an overly ambitious sequence where, determined to prove to Mamimi that
he is always the one to save her, not Tasuku, he jumps inside Canti, hurrying him to convert
into his alternate form of a very phallic cannon and fire the Atomsk “bullet” which is made up
of an energized Naota. Unfortunately for all concerned, Naota allowed his ego to take control
and in his haste, he misses the targeted enemy robot and falls prematurely impotent to the city
street below.
Fortunately for Naota, he proves himself worthy in a situation where no one ever
expected him to excel. Haruko had previously been teaching him how to bat in yet another sexually stimulating scene and now it was up to Naota to save Mabase from an incoming meteor.
His “bat” of Haruko’s choice is a bass guitar which she pulled painfully from his head. Female
agents watching on monitors have explosive nosebleeds due to the extremely erotic nature of
this violently sexual act. Then Naota’s powerful swing, aided by channeling Atomsk and
assisted by a second swing from Haruko, sends the “baseball” back deep into space in an apocalyptically orgasmic vision of the beautiful destruction of much of Mabase.
Postmodernism in FLCL
Postmodernism in media studies is often seen as a reaction against the elitism of the
modernists. When the Japanese government recognized anime as a cultural export, they opened
the doors for more companies to produce anime that goes against the grain. There are two
major elements of postmodernism utilized extensively in FLCL, self-reference/self-reflection
and parody. These will likely become more common in anime produced in the future, but
FLCL includes more in its limited framework than most directors would hazard to include.
Self-reference and self-reflection can be a delicate subject if attempted by someone
without the sensibilities of Gainax. In their case, they have learned exactly how much they can
include and still produce meaningful anime. The ability to draw elements from previous work

into current projects and to allow characters to step out of their roles while still part of the final
product can be risky, but when done properly, adds an element previously unseen in more typical style anime.
At the very beginning of FLCL, upon the first meeting of Naota, Mamimi and Haruko,
they set the stage of what the audience should expect by stepping outside of their roles and
being shown “behind the scenes” during the CPR/kiss scene. Haruko explains to Mamimi that
this scene was not as hard as it looked because she just had to hold her breath during the slow
motion moment where she kisses Naota. Naota then pops in and responds furiously to this just
being slow motion and not something more technically produced. This moment of self-reflection sets the stage for the anime to be allowed to break the fourth wall throughout the rest of the
series.
There are two scenes with artistic style vastly different from the rest in FLCL, one in the
first OVA and one in the fifth. They consist of manga style black and white panels where the
camera “reads” through them like the human eye would read standard manga. These segments
were said to have been very trying for the animation crew and they requested that no other ones
like it be added after they finished the first one. Tsurumaki had only written them in this
unique format because the scene would have been a boring discussion between four people sitting at the dinner table otherwise. He assumed that it would be a simple process since all of
FLCL was being produced digitally. Of course, Tsurumaki could not let an opportunity for selfreflection this unique pass him by. Instead, at the end of the second manga scene, he has
Kamon break out of it and return to the “normal” FLCL world. He states outright that these
scenes were too expensive and the animators had told them not to include any more. Kamon
goes on to tell Naota that the audience was feeling slighted by them anyway because they were
not fully animated and were just in black and white, so why go to all the trouble. This type of
self-reference in the middle of a very technologically advanced form of animation only possible
with the most sophisticated CG artists and equipment was a very bold move for Gainax.
Gainax was not shy about including both obvious and more obscure forms of self-reflec-

tion into FLCL as well. First, Kamon is depicted as an independent manga artist who has
worked on large scale projects in the past. At one point, Naota is talking about Kamon and
mentions the fact that he has written extensively about the intricacies of Eva, an apparent reference to the most well known and respect series Evangelion. The amount of academic research
into the philosophical nuances of Eva is staggering and to have a character in their latest production be one of those researchers both gives a nod to Eva’s success and pokes fun at the
immense amount of study of that one series.
In possibly a more obscure moment of self-reflection, during one battle scene, Haruko
flies in on her Gibson bass guitar wearing a bunny suit. This could be seen as both a symbol of
the Playboy Bunny image of America and a reflection of an early Gainax production for the
Daicon IV opening ceremonies. It is a parody of that scene and anyone who has seen either the
original short or the brief clip of it shown during another Gainax production, Otaku No Video, it
should be recognizable. Also, the fact that Haruko shouts “Daicon V” as she flies in implies
that this is the latest version of that original idea.
Parody is another staple of postmodernism which Gainax did not shy away from when
producing FLCL. Because of the generally over-the-top and fast paced atmosphere of FLCL,
the parodies are quick and often missed upon first viewing. Repeat viewings allow more time
for these elements to be noticed and often allow important scenes to take on even more importance when related to the original media they are parodying.
One parody that nearly every American viewer responds to is the oft used “bullet time”
slow motion made famous by its use in The Matrix. In that live action motion picture, the technique was mostly utilized to show action sequences in greater detail than ever before. Gainax
decided to take that idea and do the complete opposite with the same technology. The nature of
FLCL as a “coming of age” story allowed bullet time to be used to increase the drama and tension when Naota is about to kiss one of his female co-stars for the first time. It is employed
originally in the opening scene after Haruko has delivered her Vespa attack and is then attempting to revive him with the kiss of life. The style is parodied further by overemphasizing the

camera’s ability to shoot 360 degrees around its subject. The shot comes quickly from behind
them and flies several times around the scene as Mamimi looks on in horror and finally zooms
in close to focus on the act of Haruko reviving Naota. This same style is also used when Naota
has been run down by Haruko’s Vespa once more and is this time airborne and headed directly
toward an impact with Ninamori. When the footage is slowed down to bullet time, the moment
between moments is shown as a very beautiful approach to a kiss. Right before their lips make
contact, true time is restored and Naota slams head first into Ninamori leaving them both the
worse for wear and ruining, yet again, what could have been a special situation between two
potential future lovers.
In a less widely recognized parody to those not well versed in the history of anime, the
act, from Revolutionary Girl Utena, of pulling a weapon from someone’s body is incorporated
into FLCL. This is not a surprising parody considering the screenwriter for both of these anime
was Enokido Yoji. The startling twist is that unlike in Utena where the sword was given willingly from the body of the Rose Bride, FLCL’s parody has Haruko violently digging around in
Naota’s skull and finally finding the guitar. The violence does not stop as she has to forcefully
remove it from his head, at one point stepping on the back of his skull for leverage, while he
screams out in pain. When she finally has removed the weapon she was searching for, she
hands it to Naota and we are shown that this violation was seen as incredibly erotic by the
female onlookers as they are seen with explosive nosebleeds. This is also a parody of the traditional anime convention of giving male characters a nosebleed to represent an orgasm. The role
reversal of women having nosebleeds is intriguing enough, but add to that the volatility of this
orgasmic event and you can understand just how erotic the scene was meant to be.
In a unique parody of what must now be considered a piece of global pop culture, there
are multiple fast paced scenes where the animation style switches to one similar to the
American animated series South Park. The FLCL characters depicted in this style can been
viewed as childlike and at times obnoxious in relation to the South Park character they are parodying. This was an unexpected twist as most of the parodies are either anime or science fic-

tion related, while this was parodying an American television show which had gained popularity in Japan at the time of this production.
The most obscure parody of FLCL is in the name of the one Haruko is endlessly searching for. Atomsk is the name of a book written by little known American science fiction writer
Cordwainer Smith. He was more universally known for being an Army Colonel, a professor of
Asiatic Politics at Johns Hopkins University and he served in China, Korea and Malaysia during his military days. Smith “is still considered the godfather of study and practice of psychological warfare.”(corneredangel.com 1) To name the character of Atomsk the Pirate King after
Smith’s book is a unique twist on his work in the military throughout the region.
Coming of Age in FLCL
Underneath all of the complex and intertwining layers of uniquely converging and intertextual media styles, the basic story of FLCL is that of Naota coming of age. No matter what
happens in his secluded world of Mabase, Japan, he is still a liminal 12-year-old boy looking
for answers in a world filled with questions. Should he follow his brother’s lead and accept an
American influence or go even farther and be swayed by the alienness of Haruko? Or should
he perhaps stick to one of the more native tracks like the traditional Japan personified by
Mamimi or the upper class of Ninamori? Many events during the course of the series show
Naota as taking those steps necessary to break through his liminality and finally be able to
make the decision which will affect the rest of his life as well as the direction of liminal Japan.
Naota has saved Mabase from a rapidly approaching meteor through the use of his
newly acquired baseball skills which finally caused the townspeople to notice him for who he is
instead of as Tasuku’s brother. He learned to force himself to drink sour drinks even though he
hates the way they taste and even is able to eat super spicy noodles, the likes of which most
adults cannot handle. Naota has dealt with his feelings for Mamimi, and even tried to initiate a
kiss with her, only to be turned down, but he learned from this event. He freed Atomsk from
the trappings of Medical Mechanica and in the process saved Mabase a second time, here from
the fate of enslavement due to ironing out the wrinkles of their brains. Naota has made peace

with his mother figure even though she left him alone again, and even managed to tug the
heartstrings of an alien. In the ultimate act of putting himself out on a limb, he tells Haruko he
loves her and gives her a kiss.
In the end, after overcoming all of the traumas he has been forced to deal with and even
the ones that he created for himself, Naota realizes that he does not have to decide just yet.
There is still time and he chooses not to choose. He will remain a kid for a little while longer
and let the events of the future help him decide what kind of person he truly is to become. He
is seen in the last moments of FLCL wearing his new middle school uniform and deciding
definitively that he does not like sour drinks, and is not ready to force himself to drink them. In
much the same way, Japan itself has no real need to make a decision immediately on its place
in the world of the 21st Century. It can remain content in its current place in the world stage.
Its time will come.
FLCL As The 21st Century Anime
Through the use of layers of sexual innuendo, parody, alien technology, self-reference
and symbolism added in with the unique scripting of Enomoto Yooji and direction of Tsurumaki
Kazuya and produced utilizing the latest in CG technologies and highly skilled animators,
FLCL has truly become the first anime of the 21st Century. The boldness of Gainax to create a
piece of work so deeply layered while also giving it a carnivalesque atmosphere full of whimsy
was only acceptable in this postmodern age of anime history.
Future studies into the way FLCL relates to its manga counterpart, produced at the same
time as the anime version could reveal even more ways in which this groundbreaking example
of Japan’s newest cultural export is an evolutionary step forward for this media. Typically
either manga is produced and then anime is created from that base material or the anime comes
first and a manga adaptation is released shortly thereafter. FLCL breaks those boundaries and
has come up with an exciting new way to produce two simultaneous yet unique versions of a
single story idea.
Additionally, a look into the music of FLCL produced by relatively unknown Japanese

rock group The Pillows would explain more of the unique “rock and roll” vibe felt through the
entire series. Some reviewers have explained this as the idea that it is not necessary to understand the FLCL, it is meant just to be viewed and felt as an intensely complete sensual experience.
The fact that a series as tied to Japanese culture as FLCL is could be appreciated as far
away as America amazes even its director, but the statistics cannot be denied. In a quick and
easily analysis of reviews, out of 45 posted on Amazon.com, FLCL has received a perfect five
out of five star rating. It has the look and feel of a highest possible quality video on MTV with
a depth as yet unseen in American popular media. It is the Millennium Anime in Japan, and has
the legs to become the same in countries around the world if given the chance.
Even after a complete analysis and understanding of its importance to the field of anime,
it always comes back to one question. What does FLCL mean? “I don’t know…Stop asking
me!”
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